Chapter: 3120
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

When Tang Qian came over, Sister Luo naturally took care of the first
sister first, ordered the An Ning sisters to wait in place, and left with
Tang Qian.
At this time, An Yue pricked up her ears and listened to the group of
girls beside her discussing that the advertisers gave too little money.
When she heard a girl complaining that she only got 10,000 yuan today,
she was completely shocked. She thought that she got 1,000 yuan from
Director Wu, plus the 1,000 yuan that she robbed of An Ning, it was a
breakthrough. income, but did not expect…
Sure enough, there are people outside people, and there are days
outside the sky!
An Yue’s ambitions are getting bigger and bigger at this point. When
Sister Luo comes back, she can’t wait to ask, “Sister Luo, when will I be
able to shoot commercials?”
Sister Luo looked at An Yue, her eyes deepened, and in An Yue’s
expectant gaze, she handed An Yue a stack of lists: “It happens that
there are a few cooperations here, you can go.”
“Wow, I’ll have a job so soon!” An Yue didn’t even know that what she
had in her hands was not wanted, and was picked out by others to
cooperate with inexperienced people. Even if she went, she wouldn’t
be able to get a few. Qian, no one of the girls in the dressing room is
willing to take these orders, anyway, no one will go, so it is just right to
give it to An Yue.
The greed in An Yue’s eyes couldn’t escape Sister Luo’s eyes, and she
didn’t like such a girl either, so she gave these to An Yue to make her
suffer a little.
An Ning didn’t say anything, but she still asked Sister Luo, “Sister Luo,
do I have any arrangements?”
Only then did Sister Luo remember that there was An Ning. She
carefully examined An Ning, looking at An Ning’s ordinary face with
no distinctive features, and her dark skin, and shook her head, not
knowing what tasks she could arrange for her.
Although An Yue didn’t have much fame or background, she was still
pretty good looking, but An Ning… After thinking for a long time, she
said, “You can follow me first.” After that, Sister Luo turned around
and went out.
An Yue happily looked at a few cooperation sheets in her hand, and
did not forget to mock An Ning while she was showing off excitedly:
“Oh, if you don’t come, you won’t listen, now look, you don’t have a
job, how can you live in the future, eat? It’s all a problem! Haha.”
But An Ning ignored her, because from a distance she saw a
troublesome person, Tang Qian’s personal agent, David.
How close is this fit? Even Tang Qian went up and down, and David
would look at everything big and small.
Can’t escape the fate of the previous life? Tranquility in despair.
“By the way, Sister Luo, have we found the assistant that Sister
Qianqian wants?” David hurried over, questioning, but his eyes were
placed on An Yue, like an eagle looking at its prey.
“This is the new artist signed by the company? Sister Luo has our sister
Qianqian, so it’s not easy to worry about the newcomer.”
An Yue only thought that David was concerned, and because David
was not ugly, she put on a vase that she thought was hooking.
Tang Qian was dissatisfied that it was not the first day that Sister Luo
cultivated newcomer An Ning, and An Ning did not speak.
“Oh, go back and tell Tang Qian, tomorrow…” Sister Luo
subconsciously refused, this person is really hard to find.
But halfway through the conversation, I suddenly remembered the
tranquility behind me. There was no job left and right. If I followed
Tang Qian, I might get a little more exposure. In addition, I brought a
new artist to Tang Qian’s hands. , she will not be dissatisfied.
After An Ning stopped suddenly in the middle of Sister Luo’s words,
she knew what Sister Luo was playing. Sure enough, she still couldn’t
get rid of Tang Qian in this life.
“That, An Ning, right? Your hands and feet are still neat?” Sister Luo
didn’t dare to let An Ning speak.
An Yue naturally understood the meaning of David’s coming, so she
said attentively: “Sister Luo, although my sister can’t act, she can go up
the mountain to chop firewood and feed the pigs.”
After An Yue said this, David’s face turned black instantly. After a long
while, she realized that she didn’t fall into a good position. Instead,
David stared at her even more closely, and even Sister Luo also glared
at An Yue before backing away embarrassedly.

